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Three complete, sexy shifter romances starring strong, devoted lion shifters as they fight for their

fated mates! Action, intrigue and happy endings ensured with this complete, boxed series!King of

RockBeau Hunt is an icon. A walking sex symbol adored for his gorgeous body and rough, sensual

voice. But secretly, he&apos;s also a prince of his people. He has always known that his mate

would be chosen for him, and that his decision to accept would affect the entire world and his ability

to protect those he cares about. So when the perfect mate is picked for him he&apos;s relieved.

Until the one woman he wants to win turns out to be the one who doesn&apos;t want him...Prince of

FateCain Hunt is addicted to adrenaline, an extreme sports athlete who is always going as fast as

possible in an effort to outrace his own past. But all of that comes to a halt when he&apos;s called

home as the second prince of his people. Cain isn&apos;t sure he&apos;s fit to be anyone&apos;s

mate, but when his match turns out to be curvy, sweet Brenna, a girl he grew up with and has

always remembered, he is ready to try like never before.Protector of the PrideAxel Hunt knows

what&apos;s expected from him in life. Find a mate that&apos;s suitable to the oracle, mate her,

and rule his country, ensuring peace. But all of that is turned upside down when curvy Lucy comes

into his life, drawing his attention as never before. Only problem? She&apos;s his secretary. And

despite his heart screaming &apos;mate&apos;, the oracle hasn&apos;t picked one for him yet.
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I started backwards reading the Awakened Dragons series first. My curiosity piqued with the

mention of the Lions of Pride Island mentioned as well as Tribunals and Councils. So I finally got the

Lions boxed set and I wasn't disappointed. Not only little bit. With strong male leads and stronger

women, the characters grew as the stories unfolded. It was a complete delight to read and the

writing was akin to what I was accustomed to from the author.

I was impressed with this series. This box set has 3 stories. Each story is about a brother finding

their mate and helping to keep them as a royal family and balance the shifter world and the human

world. I would read this box set again ( Beau, Cain, Axel lion shifters). The next box set will continue

the story with awaking the dragons. I look forward to reading more.

Lions of Pride Island Complete Series Was a great series. A must read before Awakened Dragons

Box set. I loved these stories of the Princes and how they would win over their mates.The Sizzling

hot sex was just that, Hot!I would definitely recommend this to everyone who loves shifters and

Paranormal Romance over 18.

I wish I had read this series first since the onyx dragon is introduced here but it doesn't matter I

have. All the books on the dragons and plan on reading the again. I loved this box set my favorite

lion was axles story it was funny and so romantic.

Another great series. I've read other books by this author, that mentioned Pride Island. I'm glad to

finally read about it. Also interesting introduction to the dragons.

Great series, awesome read. Wonderful stories that kept my interest from beginning to end. I can't

Wait to read about the awakened dragons.

What a deal. Three books, a whole series of sexy Lion Shifters. These aren't your average sifter

family. There is so much more and it has to do with more than the lions. Do not miss

this.PROTECTOR OF THE PRIDE:King, yep, he was the king, just a soon as the Oracle named his

mate. Of course, he'd have to get her to agree to mating with him, but he would be the king. What



woman would say no to that? Until she named his future bride, Axel had plenty to keep him busy.

Busy he had been since his teens when he'd taken over after his father's death. Lucy was his

assistant/secretary. He'd come to depend on her. He was also way too attracted to her.PRINCE OF

FATECain is home to visit his boyhood friend. Brenna is all grown up and what a curvy beauty she

has become. Being a prince doesn't keep her from telling him exactly how she feels. He left and

never called or visited and now he shows up telling her the Oracle has proclaimed them mates. Not

on her life. But that is exactly what it may be. She has a stalker. Can she keep safe and her

grandmother protected or does she need him?KING OF ROCK:Lion shifters! Royalty, how perfect,

and a rock star--even better. Yep, everyone seems to be in love with Beau except the woman he

loves instantly and is his chosen one as a prince of the rulers. Stacy doesn't have fond memories of

Lion Island, or the ruling class. Now she's supposed to mate with one. I don't think so. However, her

life is working to fund worthy charities. How can she turn down a huge contribution and promise for

more to come without meeting his requirement--spend a week with him and give him a chance to

show her he isn't so bad.

I read these books individually through the Kindle Unlimited program (once again - many thanks to

the author for offering her books under the program), but I was a bad reader for not supporting one

of my favorite authors and giving the books the reviews that help them get noticed by other readers

(so - support your favorite authors and do the reviews).In order for their family to stay in power and

keep the peace in the shifter world, the 3 Hunt brothers agreed that the Oracle would pick their

mates.Beau,Cain, and Axel are great characters and the Oracle has found the perfect match of

each one, but each one faces a challenge. Beau's mate wants nothing to do with Pride Island due to

a childhood loss. Cain's mate is struggling with personal issues and is upset with the way Cain

abandoned her. Axel doesn't want a mate assigned by the Oracle, he craves his assistant.All three

books are great reads and don't really need to be read in order. I liked that Beau really had to work

on his relationship with Stacey especially after he assumed that she would jump on the chance to

be his mate (boy, was he wrong!). I think I enjoyed Protector of the Pride the most as Axel falls for

his assistant, Lucy, and dreads the thought of a mate that is not Lucy. There seemed to be a little

more action in the third book (probably due to the introduction of Issac - the Onyx Dragon).Overall, I

would say that the Lions of Pride Island are my second favorites - all of Terry's dragons are just too

hot to take second place to anyone.I received a copy form the author but as with all of Terry

Bolryder's books - I will always purchase the boxed set.
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